Backways & Trackways
a guide to walking and cycling around
Dalyan, Okçular and Çandır
including

Ölemez and Kösten Mountains
Alan Fenn

Dear Supporters of the Okçular Book Project and lovers of this beautiful corner of Turkey, welcome
to this, the newest, version of the ‘Backways & Trackways’ exploration guide.
‘Backways and Trackways’ has been a hugely successful follow-up to my original book ‘Okçular
Village a Guide’ and has opened up the amazing countryside around Dalyan, Okçular and Çandır
Villages.
Today, all of the hard copies of this book are sold out, there will be no reprint and you might
wonder why. The answer is simple; to reprint and sell the books is very time consuming, I am not
getting any younger and I have many more things I want to do!
My solution is also simple; to produce a pdf version of ‘Backways and Trackways’ and make it
available for download online. I hope you will continue to support our Okçular Book Project by
making a donation – how much I leave to you.
Best wishes and I hope to meet up with you as you explore this still wonderful world.
Alan Fenn.

In Memory of Sinsi
a lovely old Dalyan street dog
who shared our lives and our love of the backways and trackways
of Okçular, Kösten Dağ and the distant Misty Mountains
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Emergency Assistance:
Jandarma
Dalyan Jandarma
Hospital/Ambulance

156
0252 284 2031
112

Minibus Services:
Ortaca to Yeşilyurt – Karadonlar – Mergenli - Güvez Summer only continues to Gökbel – İztuzu
Summer: (daily)

Winter:
Fridays only depart

Winter:

Summer:

Summer:
Winter:

Depart
10.00
11.00
13.00

Return
17.00
18.00
19.00

Ortaca 11.00 and 14.00
Dalyan – Gökbel
07.00
12.00
16.00
every ½ hour until

Gökbel - Dalyan
07.30
12.30
16.30
20.00 (8pm)

Dalyan – Ortaca
every 15 mins from 06.45 till 19.15 (7.15pm)
then every hour until midnight
every hour until 23.00 (11pm)

Welcome to this supplement to ‘Okçular Village a Guide’, a book which has become an essential
companion for those who seek to understand and enjoy the people, culture and the natural
environment of Okçular and its surroundings.
There has been such a demand for more walking/cycling guides to accompany those in the
original book that this guide is the result. The aim has been to produce simple, clear maps
with simple, accurate instructions. I hope you will use it in company with ‘Okçular Village a
Guide’ for two reasons:
1. They are complementary to each other.
2. All of the proceeds from sales go towards environmental and community projects in
Okçular. No profit or commission is taken by those who ‘sell’ the books. Projects so far made
possible by sales of our books are – a play park in the village centre, the beautiful school
murals, an outdoor chess set with playing area at the school. Add to those a science
cupboard, wi-fi for the whole school and a library for each class, gardens and a watering
system and a village photo archive etc, etc. There is much more we want to do.
The walks/rides are laid out so that you can mix them up or combine them by looking for
points where routes cross – try them in reverse, the view is always different! If you are
adventurous enough you will soon be finding your own way around through the backways and
byeways, never knowing what lies around the next corner or over the next rise.
Walking in our area is generally safe and you should have no fear when meeting strangers in
isolated places. Turks are wonderfully hospitable and kind and will always help you in any way
they can should you require assistance. Please be considerate of the sensibilities of local
people; many may be shocked by the dress (or lack thereof) of some of us ‘yabanci’
(foreigners).
Tips: wear suitable clothing/footware; carry a day bag with plenty of water and snacks; a
repair kit for your bike; sunblock; a hat; lightweight wind/waterproof if out between October
and May; insect repellent; antihistamine for insect bites or stings; any prescription drugs you
need. Turks prefer the water from fresh natural sources, that which is often piped to what
also serve as animal troughs, over that supplied by the local authorities. Use them with
confidence. If you are in serious need ask at any house, you will never be denied.
If you have a mobile phone, carry it, although it will not always have a signal.
When going into the mountains let someone know where and how long you expect to be.
You are bound to come across numerous beehives, bees are generally not aggressive so don’t
run or wave your arms about – pass them by quietly. Bees (and many other insects) are
attracted by strong smells so avoid using cologne/scent and hair lacquer.
In winter there can be powerful thunderstorms, this area has the second highest rainfall in
Turkey, so be prepared.
. . . remember your camera to record the delightful things and views you will find. I hope you
will come to love this beautiful corner of this wonderful country as much as I do.
‘İyi yolculuklar’ Have a good journey.
Alan Fenn, Okçular Köyü, Ortaca, Muğla, Türkiye
ps your feedback is always welcome surmanfenn@gmail.com http://archersofokcular.com

The Dalyan to Ekşiliyurt Canal
Walking or Cycling
Easy: time and distance to suit individuals
The canal routes are a ‘Pick & Mix’ of totally flat walks/rides that will keep you close to ‘civilisation’ but mostly
away from traffic, noise and people. Because you are usually close to water there will be plenty to see by way of
wildlife for those who are interested. The views are expansive with clear sight of the surrounding mountains but
these will probably be from standpoints you have never had before. You will also never be too far from a watering
hole; either a shop, a tea house or a restaurant (a comforting fact on a warm or cold or wet day!).
The routes are broken down into small sections so that you can do as little or as much as you choose by stringing
several together. You can join or leave the routes at a number of different points so I recommend very strongly
that you read through the text and check out the maps before setting out.
Route 1: Start at Dalyan Kordon near the Melodi Restaurant.
With the Melodi on your right and the river on your left set off towards the end of the kordon. After approx 60100mts you will find access up to a footpath that runs alongside the river.
Follow this path for 1100mts to arrive at a small footbridge which crosses the Ekşiliyurt canal where it joins the
Dalyan River.
Immediately after the footbridge turn RIGHT onto a track with the Ekşiliyurt canal on your right.
Continue for 900mts and you will arrive at a junction (marked ‘A’) with the asphalt road leading from the
roundabout near the Jandarma barracks.
(For those who just wanted a gentle stroll you can now turn RIGHT and then immediately RIGHT again; this will
take you past the Calbis Hotel and back into town to your starting point.)
Cross the asphalt road to the track opposite and continue with the canal on your right for a further 1000mts
where you will arrive at the main Dalyan-Eskiköy road (marked ‘B’). You are now 3kms from the start point.
(Again, you can choose to return to Dalyan by turning RIGHT and following the main road back into Dalyan centre;
or you can continue.)

Cross the asphalt road to the track opposite, continuing with the canal on your right. After 2.1kms you will arrive
at a bridge on your right (marked ‘C’). You are now just over 5kms from the start point.
(Here you can once again choose to continue or to turn RIGHT across the bridge and head directly South towards
the mountains and the main Ortaca-Dalyan road where you can easily walk back into Dalyan or wait for a
dolmuş/minibus.)
Continuing the canal route, after a further 200mts you will pass a small farm on your left and a further 500mts
will bring you to a junction (marked ‘D’) with a track on your left.
At this point (’D’) you are now approx 6kms from the start point and you can either turn left and take the ‘Eskiköy
Loop 1’ which is detailed later in this text (I’m assuming you have taken the time to read through these directions
before setting out!), or you can continue towards Kemaliye, Ekşiliyurt, a second Eskiköy Loop and the link to the
Ley Ley Restaurant.
The canal route continues through to an asphalt road after approx 1800mts. At this point (marked ‘E’) you are
7.5kms from the start point.
Point ‘E’ opens up 3 route options for you to choose from:
Option 1: to the Ley Ley Restaurant (1km)
From Point ‘E’ turn RIGHT on to the asphalt road across the canal and after approx 500mts you will arrive at a
junction; turn RIGHT. There are two tea houses and a shop here, the natives are very friendly!
Approx 300mts from the last junction you will arrive at the main Ortaca-Dalyan road; keep to the right for
100mts and you will be at the Ley Ley Restaurant. You are now nearly 8.5kms from the start point.
At the Ley Ley you can either wait for a minibus or, if you use the restaurant, have them take you back to Dalyan
on their free minibus service.

Option 2: back to Dalyan via Eskiköy Loop 2 (6.8kms)
From Point ‘E’ turn LEFT on to the asphalt road. Travel for 1.5kms to a T junction; turn LEFT.
At the next junction (500mts) signposted to Dalyan, turn LEFT.
300mts from the junction you will find the charming little ‘Ecem’ village style restaurant; this is a good place to
stop for food.
Continue through the village of Eskiköy with its tea houses and shops until, after a further 5kms you will arrive at
the main roundabout on the edge of Dalyan. You can also choose to follow the ‘Eskiköy Loop 1’ route in reverse
back to the canal.

Eskiköy Loop 1: a back door to Eskiköy village (approx 4.9kms back to Dalyan)
Begin this diversion from Point ‘D’ on the canal track. From Dalyan turn LEFT onto this trackway across the fields.
After approx 750mts you will arrive at a paved road, turn LEFT and walk/cycle 100mts to a T junction. There is an
electric transformer on a pole at the corner. Turn LEFT following the paved road for 500mts until you arrive at
the back of the mosque. Turn RIGHT to arrive at the main road after approx 120mts. Turn LEFT for Dalyan
(3500mts to the main roundabout)
There are two teahouses in Eskiköy, one on your immediate right as you arrive at the main road and one on the
opposite side - the locals will be pleased to see you.

Option 3: to the Ley Ley Restaurant the long way around (7.5kms)
From Point ‘E’ cross the road to the track opposite and continue with the canal on your right.
After 1.4kms the track will bend to the right with a small track joining on the left.
In a further 600mts (2kms from Point ‘E’) you will find a bridge across the canal to your right; turn RIGHT, cross
the bridge and continue with greenhouses on both sides of you.
450-500mts after crossing the bridge the road makes a sharp 90 degree turn to the right and in a further
250mts you will arrive at the main Ortaca-Dalyan road. There is a small shop on the right at the junction.
Cross the main road and turn to the RIGHT towards Dalyan; 300mts will bring you to an asphalt track, turn LEFT
on to the track.
220mts from the main road you will arrive at a junction; take the track to the RIGHT. Here you are joining up
with part of yet another walk from the ‘Okçular Village a Guide’ book.
Approx. 1km from the main road you will pass some houses on your right. Soon, you will find a track on your left
that leads up to a wishing tree – well worth a detour.
At 2.5kms from the main road the track makes a sharp dog-leg turn to the right at the Kemaliye Village picnic
area (this can be a pleasant place to rest up or break for a snack and the water is potable).
Continue along the track until you reach a junction with an asphalted road at 4.5kms from the main road; turn
RIGHT.
Within a few hundred metres you will arrive at the main Ortaca-Dalyan road opposite the Ley Ley Restaurant. See
Option 1 above for transport suggestions

Dalyan Dog Walks
Some pleasant wanderings around the edges of Dalyan.
Easy. Time & Distance: to suit yourself. Total distances shown in ( ). Elevation: none.
Start from anywhere on the Kordon; walk downstream to the King’s Tea Garden. Stand with your back to the main
entrance and set off past the Health Clinic to the T junction 150mts. Turn RIGHT and wander along this narrow
lane which has a few of the last remaining vestiges of old Dalyan. After approx 400mts (0.6kms) you will arrive at
a major junction; continue on and cross over to the left side of the road. Walk as far as the rocky outcrop and
turn LEFT on to a track 160mts (0.71kms).
After almost 800mts (1.5kms) you will find a junction with a track; turn LEFT here and walk a further 540mts
(2kms) to the main Dalyan-İztuzu Beach road. Here you can choose to turn left and make your way back into town
or continue this walk by turning RIGHT and walking for 500mts (2.5kms) to the bridge over a canal.
Cross the canal and turn LEFT onto the track that runs along side the canal. After 400mts the track zig-zags
right and then left away from the canal before arriving at a T junction (3kms). Turn LEFT and after approx
225mts (3.2kms) you will cross back over the canal to a junction with a paved road; bear RIGHT.
Walk for 1000mts (4.2kms) to a junction with a bus shelter opposite you; here you can once again choose to turn
left and follow the road back into town or continue the walk by turning RIGHT.
If you chose to continue then follow this track as it winds across farmland to a junction with another track at the
foot of the mountains 1300mts (5.5kms). Turn LEFT and after approx 400mts you will see a powerful spring
pouring from the mountain; this was once Dalyan’s principal source of clean water. In approx 150mts (6kms) the
road will bend slightly left away from the mountains; continue to a crossroads and turn LEFT 320mts (6.36kms).
After 550mts (6.9kms) at a junction and bridge turn RIGHT and cross the bridge. Here you can once again
choose; walking straight ahead will bring you to the Old Ortaca Road near the mosque. To continue this ramble
turn LEFT and follow the track back to the crossroads with the bus shelter 1150mts (8kms). Turn RIGHT and walk
back into the town centre approx 2800mts (9.7kms).
Never be afraid to explore; if you end up in someone’s back yard they will probably offer you tea!

Dalyan-Çandır-Kaunos & Return
a walk through history
Easy to Moderate. 9.3Kms. Elevation 185mts. Total distance is shown in ( ). Possible with a mountain bike although
part of the route is little more than a goat track.
Cross the Dalyan channel via the rowing boat service opposite the tombs (the boatman will take you and your bike).
Take the paved road and head towards Kaunos. After 1.5kms you will pass the entrance to the site on your left;
continue on the road passing a second gate on the left. 500mts (2kms) after the site entrance you will see a track
leading to a white building on your RIGHT, turn and make your way up to the water depot building.
Behind the building you will find a goat track leading directly up the hillside or you can follow the tractor track to
the left. 150mts (2.23kms) will bring you to a gap in the ancient defensive wall of Kaunos, follow the track through
the wall. This part of the wall is Roman or later; notice the square blocks, later you will be able to compare these
with much older building blocks.
Continue on the track as it winds uphill, avoid any path that heads downwards. 800mts (3kms) after passing
through the wall you will clamber up an embankment on to a road. To your right there is a water fountain. Turn
LEFT and follow the road as it zig-zags down the hill – there are great views across Kaunos and the delta.
Approx 1600mts (4.6kms) after joining the road you will find a small valley on your right; a short distance inside
this valley are the remains of the aquaduct that used to feed water to Kaunos.
Continue down hill for 1km (5.6kms) to a junction; turn LEFT. In 250mts (5.87kms) you arrive at a T junction; turn
LEFT. You will cross a bridge and then find a track to the right in front of the old schoolhouse (6kms), a short
distance down this track on the right is a Nomad Museum and cafe which is worth a visit.
To continue go back to the school turn RIGHT onto the road; walk for 400mts to a where the paved road bears to
the left, take the track almost directly ahead with the wall on your left. After approx 400mts (6.82kms) you will
find yourself at a gap through the Kaunos Wall, take a few minutes to observe the amazing 5-sided blocks, a style
that ceased over 2500 years ago.
In front of you is a fence with a sliding gate secured by a wire twist, pass through the gate (remember to close it)
to enter the ancient site of Kaunos. If you decide to explore take the path that forks to the right and remember
to pay at the kiosk at some stage! If you follow the main path it will bring you around to the main entrances to the
site. 800mts (7.6kms)
If you find that the sliding gate into the site is padlocked (I never have) there is a rather overgrown path
between two fences to the left of the gate that will take you up to the road where you should turn RIGHT.

Once back to the paved road turn RIGHT and make your way back to the rowing boat across the channel to Dalyan.
The cafes here are a pleasant place to rest your feet/backside and watch the world flow by.

The Gökbel Loop
Walking or cycling
Easy to Moderate: 5.5 kms Climb/Ascent 130mts or 500ft Time 1h15m – 1h30m
This walk can be taken either at a brisk pace that will get the cardio-vascular system working, or at a more
leisurely and sedate pace when you can stop and refresh yourself with cool drinks of fresh mountain water from
the two fountains and take the time to look around.
From Dalyan take the minibus or drive to the car park at the Gökbel Muhtar’s office; if cycling it is 7.5kms from
Dalyan Post Office.
With your back to the office/market building, turn right along the tarmac road towards Dalyan. After 50mts,
opposite the village school, turn right at the junction and follow this road as it gently ascends.
After 700mts you will arrive at a junction with a metal bus shelter on your left; turn LEFT.
Follow the road as it zig-zags through some forest, rising gently; after a few hundred metres you will find a water
fountain on the left side of the road. The water is safe and delicious. As you leave the forested area you will see a
mosque on your right. 1000mts from the bus shelter you will arrive at a fork in the road; take the RIGHT fork and
continue uphill.
200mts from this last fork there is another, again, keep RIGHT and continue uphill for a further 350mts to a
junction on your RIGHT; turn onto this track.
The track continues to wind gently uphill until, after further 250mts, you arrive at a distinct junction; turn
RIGHT. Here you will find the second fresh water fountain.
The track is now fairly level with great views to Iztuzu Beach and Sulungur Lake; continue until, after approx
450mts, you arrive at a fork in the track; keep to the LEFT.
From here the track begins to descend, zig-zagging right and left, passing a small farm on your right. Approx
350mts from the last fork you will arrive at a grand old olive tree that sits in isolation on the left side of the
road, from here there are more grand views over the valley below.

From the tree continue downhill for approx 320mts where the road dog-legs sharply to the RIGHT. Now the track
is level and winds gently for approx 520mts before bending to the right and descending for 200mts to a culvert
over a water course.
At the culvert the road turns sharp left; continue for approx 250mts to the main road; turn RIGHT here. You will
soon recognise where you are as you walk the gentle descent of approx 800mts back to your start point.
There are a number of attractive ‘watering holes’ along this stretch of road where you can refresh yourself
before returning to Dalyan or going on to Iztuzu Beach.

Gökbel to Okçular Ley Ley Restaurant
(over the mountains using the old drovers' road)
Walk or Cycle (there is a short distance where riding is not advised unless you are a seasoned off-roader)
Moderate. Distance: 12kms. Total distances in ( ). Elevation: 332mts.
Take a dolmuş/minibus to Gökbel Muhtarlık; 7.5kms from Dalyan centre. From car park turn RIGHT onto the road
then RIGHT again opposite the village school. Follow this road as it climbs gently for 800mts to a junction with a
bus shelter; turn LEFT.
After approx 850mts you will emerge into an open area with a mosque on your right; continue uphill a short
distance to a junction at 1km (1.8kms) from the bus shelter. Take the RIGHT fork.
Continue uphill for approx 300mts (2.1kms) to another fork; take the LEFT fork.
Keep to the main track avoiding any left forks for approx 3200mts (5.3kms) to a junction with a watering place
under a large tree. The water is clean and fresh. You are now at the top of the climb and it is all downhill to
Okçular and the Ley Ley Restaurant.
Take the fork to the RIGHT and continue downhill for 500mts to a junction that cuts back sharply to your LEFT
(5.8kms). Follow this track as it winds through an abandoned smallholding and along the edge of Kocadere Valley
and then on through mature pine forest. After approx 2400mts (8.3kms) you will arrive at the floor of a small
valley; the path bears gently to the right through some scrub and after approx 50mts you will see a ‘step down’ to
a narrow path on your RIGHT. Take this path. (If you are cycling you should exercise extreme caution until you
reach flat ground.) This is a beautiful section of the route as it winds along the side of a small valley where many
varieties of flora and fauna can be seen. After approx 6-700mts you will have descended to level ground at the
entrance to Kocadere Valley (8.9kms)

At the bottom turn LEFT and follow the path to a junction with a track at 400mts (9.3kms). Here you have a
choice; you can turn left and arrive at the main Dalyan to Ortaca road 1200mts, or you can turn RIGHT and follow
the track and then the paved section of road for 3000mts (12kms) to the Ley Ley Restaurant.

Gökbel Village to the ‘Radar’ Tower and return
Walking or Cycling
Moderate climb. Distance: 17.2kms. Total distance in ( ). Elevation: 530mts
Take the dolmuş/minibus or cycle from Dalyan to the start point at Gökbel Muhtar’s office (7.5kms). If you want
to shorten the walk you can start from the gate lodge above the İztuzu Beach.
From the car park turn LEFT onto the beach road. The road climbs gently and you will pass several
Gözleme/Pancake Houses; there will also be great views over the village towards the Dalyan Delta. Care should be
taken as the road is narrow with bends and some drivers are less than careful!
After 2.8kms you will arrive at a junction on your left with a gate lodge nearby; turn LEFT and follow the road as
it climbs and zig-zags.
3400mts (6.2kms) from the junction the road reaches a crest with a junction; turn RIGHT onto this track. Follow
the track as it climbs steadily (with a couple of steep sections) to the ‘radar’ tower at the summit 2400mts
(8.6kms) from the last junction.
You have climbed to1737ft above sea level and there are glorious views of the delta, mountains, Datça Peninsula
and even Rhodes on a clear day.
Alev’s Gözleme on the road back to Gökbel is a great place to stop for refreshment.

Kösten Dağ Circuit
Walk/Cycle; Moderate (with reservations); Approx 19.5kms Climb/Ascent 300mts; Time: approx 5-7 hours plus
stops. Total distances are shown in brackets ( ).
This is a really great walk or cycle ride; the track is obvious and easy to follow; there is only one climb which
begins at the Start/Finish point and covers the first kilometre, thereafter the entire walk/ride is one of gentle
undulations, magnificent forest scenery and fantastic views. It is an excursion filled with variety; of flora, fauna
and terrain. So, what are the reservations? You must be capable of walking for 5-6 hours; you are unlikely to meet
another soul so you must tell someone where you are going. There is drinkable water at several points but you need
to carry water, snacks and suitable clothing to see you through. On such a beautiful walk there is always the
temptation to pause and admire the views, so, allow enough time and set off early.
You might view having transport to get you to the Start Point as a bonus! If you are not as fit as you once were
then taking a car up the mountain is not a problem; from there you can enjoy various sections of this walk to suit
your capabilities.
Getting to the start/finish line; from Dalyan take the minibus or drive to Gökbel Village School (if cycling it is
7.5kms from central Dalyan).
With your back to the village school (İlkokul) take the road opposite and follow this road as it gently ascends.
After 700mts you will arrive at a junction with a metal bus shelter on your left; turn LEFT.
Follow the road as it zig-zags through some forest, rising gently; after a few hundred metres you will find a water
fountain on the left side of the road. The water is safe and delicious. As you leave the forested area you will see a
mosque on your right. 1000mts from the bus shelter you will arrive at a fork in the road; take the RIGHT fork and
continue uphill.
200mts (1.9kms) from this last fork there is another, this is the Start/Finish Point for this walk/ride; again, keep
RIGHT and drive a few metres up this track and find somewhere to park safely to the side of the road.
Remember to add these extra kms to the total when planning your walk/ride.

When you are ready set off UP the track. After about 500mts you will get views to Iztuzu Beach to your left; at
1000mts the track will begin to level out and the hardest part of the walk is over, from here on it really is
‘pleasure all the way’.
A further 1500mts (2.6kms) will bring you to a water fountain on your left dedicated to “Bekir Acar Eşi Gülsüm
Acar”. Someone loves this spot because they have planted many trees and shrubs here.
500mts (3.1kms) after the fountain there is a track to the left as the main track swings RIGHT. About 1600mts
(4.7kms) after this point the vista opens out and you will catch views to Çal Dağ (mountain) in the far distance.
This is an area that has been logged in the past few years and is rich in orchids and Algerian Iris
(February/March/April).
A further 1600mts (6.3kms) will bring you to an area of olive trees, some are very old and have grown into
fantastic shapes.
6.6kms from the start point you will arrive at a second water fountain this time dedicated to “Hacı Ahmet Fatma
Karahan 1995” together with a wooden platform. Such places make ideal picnic spots; the water is from a spring
and clean.
Approx 800mts (7.4kms) further on there is another wooden platform in a small clearing to your right.
From the platform 300mts (7.7kms) brings you to where a small track branches to the right. You need to keep
LEFT. You will also begin to see views towards the Dalaman River through the trees.
Another 400mts (8.1kms) and, looking backwards, there will be views to the sea and the Toros Mountains (snow
covered in winter).
You are now approaching a key junction at 9.1kms from the start point; the main track appears to carry straight
on but there is a distinct junction with a track cutting back on your left. Turn LEFT here and follow the track as
it climbs for about 500mts before turning sharply to the right. Within another 100mts you will have a view of an

isolated farm below you to your right. It is an insight into a way of life that is largely unaffected by the rush of
the modern world.
From the farm, 1300mts (10.8kms) will bring you to another farm with glimpses of Köyceğiz Lake in the distance.
With the farm on your right 400mts (11.2kms) will bring you to a junction with a major track joining from your
right. You keep STRAIGHT AHEAD.
In a little over 600mts (11.9kms) the whole vista opens out and you will be enjoying magnificent views over the
whole area, from Çal Dağ and Ortaca to Köyceğiz Lake and Sandras Mountain, for the next kilometre of this
walk/ride.
1600ms (12.8kms) from the last junction will bring you to a fenced, cultivated area with a gate (usually closed)
across the track; pass through the gate, remembering to close it after you. The track turns immediately right and
within 100mts you will pass a water bowser on your left.
Just 3-400mts (13.1kms) from the gate you will begin the descent into the great bowl that is the watershed at
the head of Kocadere Valley. In the distance you will soon see the ‘telecom masts’ above Iztuzu Beach.
At 2.3kms(15.4kms) and 2.6kms (15.6kms) there are junctions on your right IGNORE them keeping STRAIGHT
ON.
500mts (16.2kms) will bring you to a junction; there is a water fountain under a large tree. (This junction is a
major reference point in other walks that can be found in the book ‘Okçular Village – a Guide’) At this junction
turn LEFT and follow it as it winds downhill. Ignore the two tracks that join from your right as you make your way
DOWNHILL for the next 3000mts back to the junction at the Start/Finish Point (19.2kms).

Ley Ley Restaurant and return via Forest Road 1
Moderate. 19kms. Total distance shown in ( ). Elevation: 335mts
Walk only.
Start at the Ley Ley, with your back to the restaurant leave via the left hand entrance and cross the main road to
the paved road opposite; follow this road for 1700mts until the asphalt finishes and you arrive at a T junction.
Turn LEFT and within 100mts or so turn RIGHT up the hill to the village water depot. Go around the back of the
depot and cross into the field with the old house; keeping close to the fence make your way up the field to the top
and join the track immediately to your RIGHT (2kms). Follow this track as it winds upwards through the forest.
Approx 750mts (2.7kms) after leaving the field you will pass through a gap in a fence and emerge into an area of
scrub. There are no clear paths across, so, keeping a little above the floor of this small depression make your way
to the top right corner of the open area where you can more easily join the Forest Road 600mts (3.35kms).
When you reach the Forest Road turn LEFT and enjoy the long, winding descent to a junction with a paved road at
approx 7kms (10.4kms).
At the junction turn LEFT and walk approx 300mts to a track on your LEFT, turn onto this track (10.76kms).
Follow the track as it winds along the foot of the mountain beside small farms for 2.25kms to another small track
on your LEFT (13kms) immediately before you would enter the road full of glasshouses. If you want to shorten
your walk you can follow the road between the greenhouses to the main Ortaca-Dalyan road where there are
minibuses.
Turn LEFT onto this track as it follows the base of the mountain back around to a junction with a paved road;
(again, you can shorten the walk by turning right and walking to the nearby main road and the minibus service)

keep LEFT on the asphalt, after a while it will revert to a dirt track. Carry on until you meet another paved road
at a junction 5600mts (18.6kms) turn RIGHT and walk the last few hundred metres to the Ley Ley Restaurant and
a well-earned break.
Tip: if you eat or drink at the Ley Ley they will run you back to Dalyan on their free minibus service.

Ley Ley Restaurant and return via Kızıldere Valley and Forest Road 2
Moderate with some scrambling. 20.2kms. Total distance shown in ( ). Elevation: 440mts
Walk only.
Start at the Ley Ley; with your back to to the restaurant leave via the left hand entrance and cross the main road
to the paved road opposite. Follow the road through a small group of houses and then keep the hillside on your left
and the open fields on your right until you arrive at a sharp right turn with a water trough on the left after
approx 850mts.
Directly AHEAD is a track that follows the bottom of the hill; take this track as it begins to climb into the
Kızıldere Valley . This track was created a few years ago by forestry workers when the area was cropped – you will
see plenty of evidence of the power of water to reclaim back from man.
The track crosses back and forth several times until you reach the confluence with a small stream from the left
after approx 760mts (1.8kms); here you must scramble down and cross the bed of the stream and make your way
through a small stand of trees. (These are protected Frankincense Trees) Make your way up the bank to arrive at
a track, turn RIGHT and continue up the valley. Soon you will have to scramble over rocks for a few hundred
metres before reaching a forest road 440mts (2.3kms) so take care and check your footing as you go.
When you arrive at the track turn RIGHT and enjoy this section as you walk through forest and open areas with
great views. After 2100mts (4.36kms) you will join another forest road; turn LEFT onto this track, you will pass a
few isolated farms. A further 2100mts (6.5kms) will bring you to another junction with another forest road; turn
LEFT.
This track will lead you down to a paved road near the village of Dereköy (which lies in the valley to your right)
4200mts (10.7kms). Turn LEFT onto the road and continue for approx 1000mts (11.7kms) to a dirt track on your
LEFT immediately before the road crosses a small bridge; turn onto this track.
After approx 3000mts (13.9kms) you will see ahead of you a straight road lined with greenhouses; on your LEFT is
a small track. Here you can choose to walk ahead to the main Ortaca-Dalyan road and wait for a minibus or
continue your walk back to the Ley Ley Restaurant.

To continue turn LEFT onto the track and follow it as it winds along the bottom of the mountain. After 2000mts
(15.9kms) you will join a small paved road; turn LEFT. Stay on this road when it reverts to a track until you reach
another paved road after approx 3800mts (19.7kms). Turn RIGHT onto this road and walk the last few hundred
metres back to the Ley Ley Restaurant and some well earned refreshment!

Three Beaches Tour
Cycle (walking would be a bit of a push although you could start from Kışla village and do Aşı Bay and Kargıcak Bay
and then see how your time and feet are!)
Moderate with several steep sections. Distance 39+15kms. Total distances are shown in ( ). Elevation 320mts.
Make your way to Gökbel muhtar’s office (7.5kms from Dalyan centre) and make this your start point; from here
continue towards İztuzu Beach. 2.3kms from the start, close to the gate lodge above the beach there is a paved
road to the LEFT, turn onto this road. Follow it as it winds upwards for about 4.2kms (6.4kms) to a junction; keep
on the paved road to the LEFT.
After approx 900mts (7.25kms) you arrive at a junction with a wide track in Kışla; turn LEFT on to this track and
continue downhill for 1000mts (8.25kms) to a junction. Take the fork to the RIGHT; make your way downhill for
4.5kms (12.47kms) to a T junction with a small graveyard on the right; turn RIGHT. At the next junction 1200mts
(13.6kms) keep straight ahead, downhill to the beach at Aşı Koyu 1700mts (15.4kms). There used to be a small
restaurant here, perhaps there will be again.
When ready return back the way you came making sure to turn LEFT at the junction by the graveyard 2900mts
(18.25kms). At Kışla village 5000mts (23.27kms) turn LEFT onto the paved road and then RIGHT at the next
junction.
Continue downhill to the beach at Kargıcak Koyu 3000mts (26.4kms).
Return to Kışla village 3000mts (29.25kms). At the junction outside of the village keep to the paved road and
make your way back to the İztuzu Road 4800mts (33.6kms).
If you are up to it turn LEFT and make your way down to the famous İztuzu Beach 1350mts (34.95kms);
remember to visit and support the Sea Turtle Rescue Centre and Kaptan June’s old baraka (beach hut). If you
have had enough when you get to the İztuzu Road then turn right for Dalyan.
To return to Dalyan stay on the paved İztuzu Road. Look out for Alev’s Gözleme (pancakes) on your left; it is the
perfect resting place with fantastic views across the delta as you relax with çay and gözleme.

Grand Tour de Kösten Dağ
Moderate. 53.2kms. Total distances shown in ( ). Elevation: 322mts
Cycle (although you could walk sections with help from a friendly car service)
The objective is to circumnavigate Kösten Dağ avoiding traffic by minimal use of paved roads. Whilst you can join
the route at a place convenient to you I have started directions from the Sıla Büfe at the junction of the İztuzu
Road and Sulungur Cad. which is the road to Arıkbaşı. Ride along Sulungur Cad towards Arıkbaşı passing the new
mosque on your left; at the junction with the bus shelter on the left 850mts take the track directly ahead. Follow
this track across the fields to the track at the foot of the mountains 1300mts (2.1kms), turn LEFT.
After 1700mts (2.9kms) go straight ahead at the crossroads to the main Dalyan-Ortaca road 300mts (3.3kms). At
the main road turn RIGHT and cycle 1900mts (5.2kms) to a track on your RIGHT that leads towards the
mountains, turn onto this track. Keep the mountains on your right and follow the track until after approx 1800mts
(7kms) it turns sharply to the left. Continue on the track to a cemetery and a junction 360mts (7.3kms). Turn
LEFT onto the paved road past a modern house until you find farm buildings on your left and a track on your
RIGHT 1350mts (8.6kms); turn onto this track.
Follow the track as it winds along the foot of the mountain until you reach a junction after 4000mts (12.5kms);
turn RIGHT onto the track and continue along the foot of the mountain. After a further 2000mts (14.5kms) you
arrive at a junction with another track; turn RIGHT and continue with the base of the mountain to your right.
2300mts (16.8kms) will bring you to a paved road; turn RIGHT onto the road and cycle for 1400mts (18.2kms).
Just outside of Dereköy village you will see graves on both sides of the road; immediately after the graves turn
LEFT onto a trackway.
Follow this track as it passes between the mountain and an outcrop and then sweeps left along the foot of the
outcrop to a crossroads beside the mosque in Yeşilyurt village approx 3350mts (21.5kms). Keep straight ahead as
after about 700mts the road sweeps left then right then left again before heading back towards the foot of the
mountains and the village of Karadonlar 2450mts (23.9kms). (notice the rock tombs)
Carry on through Karadonlar passing a small hamlet on your right at 1500mts. Soon you will see a large valley open
up ahead of you (if you continue up this valley you will come to Gökbel Village above the Dalyan delta – if you want
to have a shortened tour this may suit you. Our route leads further South so keep a look-out for a road on your
LEFT opposite two concrete gate posts 1800mts (27.2kms).

Turn LEFT onto this road and continue to a T junction approx 1800mts (28.9kms); turn RIGHT and on into the
village of Mergenli 1100mts (29.9kms). There is a teahouse on the right that will make you welcome. Mergenli lies
at the entrance to a narrow valley; follow the road into the valley. Just over 1000mts (31.3kms) from Mergenli the
asphalt will finish and the track will begin a gentle climb into the mountains beside a stream on your right.
After approx 2300mts (33.9kms) you will arrive at a junction, there is a small graveyard just beyond and often
water from a broken trough; turn RIGHT here. Take care because the track is broken up and rough. Continue
uphill for just over 4000mts to a junction with a track (38.1kms) (it is possible that this track may be paved by
the time you read this). Turn LEFT and continue to the road at Kışla village 900mts (39kms). Turn RIGHT and
follow this road to the junction with the İztuzu Beach road 4500mts (43.4kms), turn RIGHT here and head down
through Gökbel village and around the foot of the mountains back to Sıla Büfe and your start point in Dalyan
10000mts (53.3kms).
Congratulations; award yourself the Yellow Jersey (as long you have remembered your camera and have a
wonderful record of all the great sights and things you have seen along the way).

Ölemez Firewatch
&
Views of the Dalyan Delta

Ölemez – a Journey to the Roof of the World and back
Walk or Cycle
Difficult. Distance: 19.5kms. Time: 5-7 hours. Total distances in ( ). Elevation: 937mts.
Ölemez is not for the unfit; don’t make the mistake of overconfidence. It comprises three distinct sections; the
middle third is relatively easy walking/cycling; the first and final thirds are tough hauls.
Options for getting to the Start Point:
1. Using motor transport; around Köyceğiz Lake via Köyceğiz, Hamitköy and the road to Çandır. Use the map to
locate the Start Point. The route around the lake is worth taking even if you don’t intend to go up Ölemez as the
views are stunning. The drive takes about 1 hour from Dalyan.
2. Use the Dalyan-Çandır-Kaunos map and walking directions to find your way (3kms from the row boat ferry). The
row boat ferry will carry you and your cycle.
3. Make your way to the boat jetty at the end of the Stadium Road. In the summer there are always boats here
waiting to take coach loads of tourists to the hot springs who will take you (and your cycle) to the jetty directly
opposite for a small fee. Once across take the track to the paved road 500mts and turn LEFT. Follow the paved
road for 3600mts (4.1kms) to the start point.

Using the water trough as your start point, cross the paved road and take the track to the LEFT. Follow this track
as it winds upwards to a Y junction at approx 1300mts. Take the track to the RIGHT and continue uphill through
the forest to a second junction 1400mts (2.67kms). Keep to the RIGHT.
As you make your way uphill you will pass a few minor tracks to right and left; ignore these and stay on the main
track. In a little over 2000mts (4.7kms) you will cross a small stream bed and in a further 175mts (4.9kms) you
will see the Çardak Orman Çesmesi water fountain on the right side of the track.
From the çesme/fountain continue to make your way uphill; (soon the track levels off and becomes easier) you will
pass through some rock outcrops and wide views towards Ortaca and the Dalyan delta will open up. There are
several places where you can leave the track, take a rest and enjoy the views. Approx 1650mts (6.5kms) from the
fountain you will arrive at a major junction; turn RIGHT. The track continues to be easy for a while with new views
opening up towards Ekincik Bay and the Datça Peninsula.
1000mts (7.5kms) from the last junction you will round a right bend in the track with a small track descending on
the left. Here you will get your first sight of your objective; the fire watch station that sits atop the peak of
Ölemez Dağ.
Soon the track will start to climb again as it winds towards the summit; from the first sighting to the top is a
further approx 1800mts (9.3kms). If the watchman is in residence he will usually be delighted to have visitors and
invite you to join him for tea on his rooftop terrace; relax, enjoy the tea and the fantastic views. If the watchman
is not at home the gate is seldom locked so you can still enter and use the terrace. ‘Roof of the World’? Look
around and then tell me it isn’t a fair description.
When you are ready retrace your route back to the start point.

Wandering the Trackways Around Çandır
Walk or Cycle
Mostly Easy. Distance & Time: to suit yourself. Elevation: not a lot.
Use the Dalyan-Çandır-Kaunos map (map 6) to navigate to the centre of Çandır or the Ölemez map (map 15) to
navigate to the ‘Start Point’. From either of those places you are well placed to explore the area covered by this
map – and I do mean ‘explore’! This is your ‘Graduation’ piece; your ‘coming of age’ as an intrepid pioneer on the
frontiers of wildest Turkey.
There are no directions – you choose. A glance at the map will show that there are numerous options; two loops
from the Ölemez track; a gentle walk to Çandır Limanı (harbour) for a swim; or the views from the headland above
İztuzu Beach; then there is the new track to Ekincik that was under construction as we went to press. If you are
unsure about striking out on your own, don’t be; the natives are very friendly – the trackways are clear and the
pleasure of not knowing what lies around the next bend or over the next rise is considerable.
Take your time; there are views to be viewed; flora and fauna to be spotted and photographed,
not to mention a brain to be unwound and soothed. I hope that these walks will encourage you to strike out
elsewhere in this truly beautiful part of the world; to discover for yourself its charms, the charm and hospitality
of its people, the astonishing biodiversity and the grandeur of the scenery. I also hope that we will meet on a
trackway somewhere, some day.
ps I’m always delighted to hear about your adventures or the new routes you have discovered.
All the monies raised by the Okçular Book Project goes towards environmental and community projects in our
village. Thank you for your support.

ps here is a bonus walk/cycle ride that was not included in the original copy of ‘ Backways & Trackways’.

Karadonlar to Gökbel
‘Sinsi Köpek Memorial Walk/Ride’
Walk/Cycle; Moderate to Easy; Approx 10kms Climb/Ascent 270mts;
Time: approx 2½-3 hours. Total distances are shown in brackets ( ).
This is a really enjoyable walk or cycle ride on a recently created (Autumn 2011) and little used forest track. The
route is obvious and easy to follow; there is only one climb which begins at the start point in Karadonlar and lasts
for approx 2kms, thereafter the entire walk/ride is one of gentle undulations. The views from the top above
Karadonlar towards Çal Dağ and the Taurus Mountains are spectacular, especially in winter. With a little pre-walk
preparation the route can be covered in reverse, starting at Gökbel. At the time of planning this route the track
was freshly created, as it matures and nature claims back the banks it promises to be a rich environment for
plants and wildlife.
There is drinking water available near the start and towards the Gökbel end of the route. Remember to carry
sufficient snacks and water, wear appropriate clothing and footware (there can be sudden, heavy rain storms in
winter – in summer carry and use sunblock). If you have a mobile phone bring it with you although you will not
always have a signal. There is more general information about walking and cycling in our area, including year-round
minibus timetables and emergency phone numbers, in ‘Backways & Trackways’ a guide to walking and cycling
around Dalyan, Okçular and Çandır including Ölemez and Kösten Mountains. The book is no longer in print but the
information is included at the beginning of this pdf. More information about the Okçular Book Project is provided
on my blog http://archersofokcular.com/the-okcular-book-project/ and http://archersofokcular.com/okcularbook-bazaar/

OK, let’s get started!
Cycle or make your way to Karadonlar using the information available from the Tour of Kösten Dağ in ‘Backways &
Trackways’ pdf. Karadonlar is an attractive village of two halves. Arriving from the direction of Ortaca make your
way through the first group of houses and aim for the section of road below the white concrete water depot. On
the road below the depot there is a lay-by with drinking water and close by the forest track that marks the start
of this route.
Set off up the track, you will pass the water depot after approx 350mts. The track climbs through a series of
switchbacks until you arrive at a clear junction 2300mts from the start. (turning right will link you up with the
Kösten Dağ walk map p24 Backways & Trackways’ halfway between Bekir Acar Fountain and Haci Mehmet Fountain)
At this junction turn LEFT, follow the track through various twists and turns and undulations. After approx
1600mts (4900mts) the track swings right into a valley and you will see a deep ravine on your left. Continue on the
track until approx 6500mts from the start you will emerge from the valley and arrive at a junction with a few
houses in front of you. Turn RIGHT. Walk/Cycle for approx 150mts (6650mts) to a junction with a wall on your
left. There is drinking water from a tap in the wall. (here you link up with another walk from ‘Backways &
Trackways’. If you refer back through this pdf you will find that there are various options open to you; otherwise
follow the directions below)
At this junction go directly AHEAD and follow the track for 300mts (6950mts) as it winds down to a junction.
Turn LEFT and continue downhill for 400mts to a further junction, keep Left (7350mts). Follow this rather
broken asphalt road for approx 1250mts to a junction with a bus shelter (8600mts); turn RIGHT and walk the
final approx 700mts to the junction with the Dalyan – İztuzu Beach road opposite Gökbel village school.
Here there are shops and gözleme/pancake places where you can buy refreshments and wait for the minibus.
Alternatively, if you turn left you can continue on to İztuzu Beach or turn right and return to Dalyan (approx
7.5kms).

Why the ‘Sinsi Köpek Memorial Walk’? Well, Sinsi was a Dalyan street dog that adopted us when she was about
three months old. Her name means stealthy, insidious or sly in Turkish and she was all of these as well as a loyal,
and infuriating companion – she loved us and we loved her!
She was a fantastically enthusiastic guide and leader on all of our walks and explorations as we discovered the
backways and trackways that led on to the book of that name. She died on Christmas Day 2010.
On Christmas Day 2011 Janet and I found, followed and mapped this route that we have named for her – we hope
you enjoy it. If you do then please support the Okçular Book Project by buying your own copy of ‘Okçular Village a
Guide’ which is still available and donating for this pdf copy or because you like what we are doing in our village. All
of the money raised goes towards environmental and community projects in our village.
You can contact me at: surmanfenn@gmail.com; by phone: 0533 658 0788; or by calling by my house, Janet and I
are usually good for a cup of decent coffee or a cold drink. I blog about our life and adventures here in beautiful
Turkey at http://archersofokcular.com
Happy walking and cycling!
Alan Fenn, Okçular Book Project, Okçular Köyü, Ortaca, Muğla, Türkiye

